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ABSTRACT 

 

ELCA Informatique SA has its indigenous online ticketing solution called as Secutix2.0. It’s 

now being widely used in France, Spain and Switzerland for online daily secure ticketing for 

different kinds of events and performances happening all over Europe. In order to make 

Secutix2.0 a complete product, the desire for allowing clients to sell the tickets in an offline 

mode was also felt. The system to be developed would solve the problem of emergency offline 

sales for numbered tickets. Box Office (BO) is currently used for the sale of numbered tickets. 

But for its correct functioning, it has to maintain internet connectivity to interact with the central 

server in Lausanne. In case of a loss of internet connectivity, it wasn’t possible to sell tickets. 

The client therefore has to switch to manual sales which is time consuming and stressful. In 

addition to this, he would later need to add the information of manual sales to the system. EBO 

aims at answering these problems by allowing the clients to sell tickets even when they aren’t 

connected to the internet and then automatically synchronizes the seats back to the central server 

whenever the internet connectivity is up again.  
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List of acronyms 

The following list enumerates and clarifies the acronyms used in this report, in alphabetical 

order. Refer to this list when needed. 

 API: Application Programming Interface 

 CDA: Compagnie des Alpes 
 CSV: Comma Separated Value 

 DAO: Data access Object 

 DB: Database  

 DBMS: Database Management System 

 DOM: Document Object Model 

 DTO: Data Transfer Object 

 EBO: Easy Box Office 

 GUI: Graphical User Interface 

 HTML: Hypertext Markup Language 

 JDBC: Java Database Connectivity 

 JVM: Java Virtual Machine 

 ORM: Object Relation Mapping 

 OS: Operating System 

 POJO: Plain object Java Model 

 Spring MVC: Spring Model View Controller 

 SVN: Subversion 

 TnBO: Secutix 2 Box Office 
 TnES: Secutix 2 External Sales 
 TnFI: Secutix 2 Payment Engine 
 TnFW: Secutix 2 Framework 
 TnOR: Secutix 2 Sales Engine 
 TnSE: Secutix 2 Seat Engine 
 TnVE: Secutix 2 External Venue Management 
 URL: Uniform Resource Locator 

 XML: Extensible Markup Language 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of the project is to develop a tool to allow clients to sell numbered seats even when they 

are not connected to the internet. This would solve the problem of unreliable internet 

connectivity at remote locations like parks, stadiums etc. The currently existing solution for 

offline sales is very limited and doesn’t allow selling of non-numbered tickets. It also doesn’t 

take into account the maximum tickets that can be sold for a given product. It was built only for 

one client, Compagnie des Alpes (CDA). It is supposed to work very fast as opposed to the aim 

of BO which provides maximum functionality at the cost of efficiency. Another aim of the 

project is to make EBO work for other customers so that it can be adopted easily for all other 

clients.  

 

Figure 1: Use of EBO at one of CDA’s parks 
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2. ELCA Informatique SA 

ELCA Informatique SA [4] is a leading Swiss IT services company, which employs almost 500 

people, of whom more than 400 are highly skilled engineers. The company has helped its clients 

leverage information technology innovations successfully for 40 years. Bridging the gap between 

business and IT, it believes the new technology will create real value for companies who 

consider these opportunities to be strategic. 

2.1 ELCA in a nutshell 

ELCA benefits from large areas of expertise and services ranging from consulting to software 

development and product integration, allowing it to purpose original solutions and services to a 

wide range of industries of any size 

. 

 Banking: Core banking and surround environment solutions and services: secure 

transactions, archiving, business analysis, risk-management, authentication, etc. 

 Insurance: Payments, data-warehousing, document management, billing, etc. 

 Health: Health care insurances management, patients' electronic medical care record, 

hospitals, portals for Intranet and Extranet access, etc. 

 Transport: Regional transport management, cargo management, ticket control, internet 

ticketing, seat reservations, timetable publishing, ticketing for travel agencies, etc. 

 Government: Document management, case management, business intelligence, strong 

authentication, e-payment etc. 

 Others: Software development, systems integration, business consulting, etc. 

Headquartered in Lausanne and owning offices in Zurich, Bern, Geneva, London, Paris, 

Madrid and Ho Chi Minh City (production center), Elca has definitely made inroads into the 

European markets. 

With security requirements increasing dramatically in basically any kind of industries, ELCA 

has decided to open a cross-industry security branch to address all the needs from various 

projects. ELCA has also developed security-related products, easy to integrate into existing 

systems: 

 Secutix: It is a whole innovative ticketing solution targeted at lots of potential customers: 

theaters, operas, orchestras, museums, festivals, leisure parks, exhibitions, trade shows, 

public transportation, etc. A key feature of Secutix is that it offers the possibility to print 

secure tickets at home, on a standard printer, thanks to the Microstructure Imaging 

Technology developed in collaboration with the EPFL [5]. The enforced security 

mechanisms ensure efficient identification and authentication with electronic access 

control. 
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 ELCARD: It is a cheap, simple and secure strong authentication solution on Internet. 

Cheaper than most other OTP solutions, it nonetheless offers an equivalent or higher       

security level. 

 ELCARDess: Combined with ELCARD, ELCARDess offers Online Digital Signature 

and Authentication Services to secure and confirm approval of electronic exchange for a 

wide range of business information workflows.  

2.2 My position at ELCA 

During my internship, I worked at the la Harpe office in Lausanne, where I joined the SecuTix2 

team as my internship project dealt with the development of Easy Box Office for the Secutix2 

Ticketing Solution to provide a complete package to the customers. At Elca, I worked under the 

guidance of Ian Rickebusch who is the main developer of Box Office that allows the sale of 

tickets in online mode. During the architecture design phase, I also worked under the guidance of 

Mr. Vincent Larchet, Lead Architect of SecuTix2 who guided me through-out the architectural 

design. I also remained in close contact with SwalpRastogi and Cong Bang Pham who were 

responsible for EBO at Switzerland and Vietnam respectively. I thank them again for their help 

and their time. 

2.3 Secutix 

Secutix is a comprehensive, integrated solution enabling professionals working in the live 

entertainment, events and leisure industries to meet the challenges of today and 

tomorrow.SecuTix 2 is based on a modular architecture and is composed of multiple modules. 

Some modules are inter-dependent while others are completely independent. The schema in 

figure 2 shows an overview of those modules [2].  

Following is a description about a few main modules of Secutix that EBO needs to be aware of 

and communicate with:  

2.3.1 Secutix 2 Framework (FW) 

The SecuTix 2 framework [2] module is used as base of all further modules. The framework is 

built on top of EL4J. EL4J is based on the Spring Framework and Maven 2is the used build 

system. The following figure illustrates the important concepts of Secutix 2 framework.  
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Figure 2: Schema of Secutix Modules 

 

Figure 3: Important Concepts of FW 
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2.3.2 Secutix 2 Sales Engine (TnOR)  

TnOR [3] is the service engine over the catalog and is able to provide TnBO and TnTS the list of 

available products (according to current date, point of sales, operator's profile...) with their 

prices. It interacts with TnVE to reserve seats. It is the base module which is responsible for 

creating all the orders and operatios and therefore is manages cultural and buying history of all 

the orders.  

2.3.3 Secutix 2 Payment Engine (TnFI)  

TnFI [4] is the service engine that handles all payments (payment states). It is responsible for 

creating all the payments and thus manages financial history. For the successful completion of 

the payments, all the modules need to make a call to TnFI to verify payment and store the 

information about payments.  

2.3.4 Secutix 2 Box Office (TnBO) 

TnBO [5] is the SecuTix front-office application that offers simplified interface compared to 

the SecuTix Box Office. It is an application that will usually be used on touch screens whereas 

the SecuTix Box Office will usually be manipulated using a mouse. It is complementary 

to SecuTix Box Office , which means that the goal of SBO is not to replace or to implement all 

the functionalities existing in SecuTix Box Office 

2.3.5 Secutix 2 External Sales (TnES) 

TnES [6] module is responsible for integration of external sales into Secutix database. There are 

several other organizations that might be selling tickets for the same event that Secutix is selling 

for. The aim of the module is to allow these organizations to easily inform Secutix about all the 

sales that they have made as well as integrate Secutix’s sales into the other organizations 

database through their services. It is now supported by most major ticketing solutions in 

Switzerland like Digitick, TicketNet, DataSPort, FNAC, Flash Sales and Bornes IREC.  

EBO is also considered as an external sale because it requires reintegration of orders from EBO 

database to Secutix2. Therefore EBO has to interact with TnES to achieve the reintegration of 

orders. TnES is also responsible for generating the catalog that is used by EBO for selling the 

products. Since EBO depends only on TnES, all the communication to Secutix severs is to be 

done through TnES. Therefore, we also need to make changes to TnES to achieve the correct 

functioning of EBO for numbered seats.  
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Figure 4: TnESmodule architecture 

2.3.6 Secutix 2 Venue (TnVE) 

The Secutix 2 Venue [7] module handles all the features realted to venue management. It allows 

the administrator of institution and administrators of different organizations to parameterize 

physical configuration and logical configuration of the venue where the event is being held. This 

is the module to which TnES should communicate in order to obtain seat map to be given to 

EBO.  

The following figure presents a model of a typical circular seat map that TnVE has to handle. 

The seat map can have a large number of seats (more than 80,000) and therefore the module has 

been defined to work with a large amount of database.  
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Figure 5: A circular seat map 

2.3.7 Secutix 2 Seat Engine (TnSE)  

The goal of this technical module [8] is to manage the sale configuration state, in memory, 

outside of tnve, in order to increase the performances.Only the specific sale data is managed by 

this module. All logical data remains managed by TnVE. It also manages the JMS service 

through which EBO should be notified of the changes in the seat states. The seat state updates 

are obtained by subscribing to ActiveMQ service using the sale configuration id. Following 

presents an overview of the architecture of TnSE:  

 SE loads all sale data of a given sale configuration from db into memory 

 Loaded data is handled by the a cache system 

 SE listens to a JMS topic for the data it held into memory 
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Figure 6: Interface of TnSE with EBO and TnVE 

2.3.8 Secutix 2 Orchestra (Pilote) 

Closing an order is a difficult process, which can leads to errors that must be correctly handled. 

As a consequence, Orchestra  [9]is used to finish the sales reintegration once the order is 

complete and the payment is done. 

2.4 Problem definition and formulation 

The main objective of the project is to develop a tool that allows the clients to sell tickets even 

when they are not connected to the internet. The tool should provide all the functionalities so that 

the downloading of catalog from the central sever, monitoring of physical desks, selling of 

tickets and the synchronization of the sold tickets back to the central server can be done 

automatically with minimum operator intervention. Such a tool would allow the clients to sell 

tickets very fast and without worrying about the internet connectivity. The tool should be able to 

switch automatically between offline and online mode so that the sale of tickets is not 

interrupted. In addition to these features, the tool should also provide features to download the 

seat map automatically from the central server, identify if a seat-map already exists for a given 

performance and skip its download, allow the sale of numbered seats etc.  

2.4.1 EBO for numbered seats 

The following elements have an important impact on the design 

 Reliability: The system will be used as an emergency system which will be switched on very 

infrequently. The only thing that the client expects when he switches on the system is that it 
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works. Therefore reliability is an important factor in designing the system. To ensure the 

reliable functioning of the system, it should be monitored. 

 Synchronize Products: The system must be able to synchronize the available products that 

can be sold. The addition of numbered products to the catalog should not affect the sale of 

non-numbered products.  

 Synchronize back orders: The system must be able to synchronize the orders back to the 

central server after the internet starts functioning. This should work for both numbered and 

non-numbered seats.  

 Synchronize available seats: The system must be able to synchronize the available seats. No 

seat map is to be presented to the user for selecting the seats.  

 Configure Master/Slave: The system must have the ability to configure master and slave 

and also choose a different master in case the designated master goes down. 

 Print numbered seats: The system is being designed keeping in view that it would be able 

to work in an environment where every ticket is associated with a numbered seat. Therefore 

it is required that the system must be able to print out the seat number on ticket.  

 Concurrent access on LAN: The system would be used by more than one ticket counters 

selling tickets. Therefore concurrent access for all the ticket counters such that no two EBOs 

assign the same seats is another requirement to be imposed on the system design. 

 Assign Contiguous seats: The system must assign contiguous seats for bookings that are 

made together. Since no seat map is presented to the user, the system should automatically 

assign the best available seats corresponding to each purchase. In addition to this, it should 

do this in such a fashion such that the holes/gaps in the seats are minimized.  

 Procedure to start/stop: There must be a predefined procedure to be followed when 

switching to EBO from BO and vice versa.  

2.4.2 Porting EBO to trunk 

Another goal of the project is to port the already existing EBO to trunk before the development 

of EBO for numbered seats can be started. Following terms are most commonly used while 

discussing about subversion and version management.  

 The trunk is the main line of development in a SVN repository. 

 A branch is a side-line of development created to make larger, experimental or disrupting 

work without annoying users of the trunk version. Also, branches can be used to create 

development lines for multiple versions of the same product, like having a place to 

backportbugfixes into a stable release. 

 Finally, tags are markers to highlight notable revisions in the history of the repository, 

usually things like "this was released as 1.0". 
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2.4.2.1 Current Clients 

Currenlty, EBO is used only by one client, Compagnie des Alpes [10]. It is a French company, a 

subsidiary of the Deposit and Consignment Office, specializing in ski areas and amusement 

parks.Originally it was mainly focused to ski but has diversified its activities in 2001 with the 

purchase of the company Grévin& Co. (now Amusement Parks Division). This diversification 

"is a way to spread risk." 

Parks in France: Bagatelle, Bioscope, ParcAsterix, France Miniature, Mini-Châteaux Val de 

Loire, Wild Planet, Sea sand, Walibi Aquitaine, Walibi Rhône-Alpes 

Parks in Europe: Aquapark, Bellewaerde, Fort Fun Abenteuerland, AvonturenparkHellendoorn, 

Pleasurewood Hills, Walibi World, Walibi Belgium and AqualibiLife 

Aquariums and museums: the Loire Valley Aquarium, Dolphinarium, Grand Aquarium Saint-

Malo, waxworks 

Currently, only two of their parks, France Miniature and Mer de Sable use Secutix2 and EBO. 

As both of these parks don’t use seating spaces that are numbered, the EBO wasn’t developed for 

numbered seats.  

2.4.2.2 Why was the port needed? 

Since the beginning, EBO was being developed on the branch, BIL_B.1.1 which is specific only 

to CDA. As CDA doesn’t have numbered products, the branch specific to CDA didn’t have 

capabilities to deal with numbered products. Also, the main goal of the project was to sell EBO 

to clients other than CDA. The target clients for the updated version of EBO were stadiums and 

opera halls which generally have seat maps and required the building of seat specific features to 

EBO. Therefore, for the development of EBO which can sell numbered seats, it was necessary to 

port EBO to trunk. This was the most challenging task of the project as EBO wasn’t built for the 

trunk and there was separate development going on in EBO and trunk for more than a year.  

2.4.2.3 Cause for deviation from the trunk 

As the development was to be done specific to CDA, it was carried out completely in the branch. 

The main reason behind the diversion of the branch was that CDA laid more focus on 

consistency and stability rather than new features. Therefore, they requested that no new features 

be added to their version of Secutix. Therefore, they were assigned to a separate branch and the 

development for other clients like ONP and CSDF was carried out on the trunk with frequent 

new feature releases. This led to the divergence of the branch and the trunk. Also, as other clients 

didn’t ask for Easy Box Office, the development of EBO was carried out on the branch.  
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Another reason for deviation was that the CDA specific features were implemented the CDA-

way in branch and similarly for other organizations in the trunk. Thus back porting EBO to the 

trunk required changing the way these specific features were implemented on the branch and 

modifying them to adapt to the trunk.  

2.5 Organization of the report 

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the software and hardware 

used during the development of the project. Section 4 discusses about the theoretical tools, 

analysis and development of the project. Section 5 describes the development of the software 

along with the detailed methodology used in the process. Section 6 and 7 discuss about 

conclusion and future scope of the project. The final section lists the references used in the 

project.  

3. Description of Hardware, Software 

Following is the description of used hardware and software - 

3.1 Hardware Used 

The tool was developed and the testing performed on 2.83 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Processor 

with 3 GB RAM 

3.2 Software Used 

3.2.1 Eclipse 

This project uses Eclipse Helios [11] for the development. The reason for selecting Eclipse [10] 

is its wide community. Most of the plugins can be easily integrated with it. The following points 

describes more about the importance of choosing Eclipse – 

 

 Provides a consistent feature set on most platforms.  

 Supports more than just Java or any single language 

 Open source and free, yet fully supported 

 Truly extensible and configurable 

 Forward to method,field,class with control-click. 

 Method list (outline) sync up with current view. 

 Current text highlights on error. 

 Control space on method('ctrl-space' will fill in the methods vars. Huge advantage!) 

 Library auto import or select auto import. 

 SVN access. 
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 Console output. 

 Marks problems on the fly! Matching variable types, matching object types, correct class 

definition. 

 Better code formatting for developer with brackets {}. 

 JVMJIT faster. 

 Hierarchy method synchronization. 

 Debugging - variables view sync with source code window, breaks easier to manage. 

 Windowing windows,views,widgets better. 

 Easily configurable with Database. 

 Control Up + mouse wheel pages quickly - scroll quickly through code. 

 Auto suggestion to fixing. 

 Marking //TODO tasktodo is great. Marks a link on the right side too. 

 When entering in "string (hit enter)" it will concatenate the string onto the next line. It will 

auto add " + at the end of the line and start quotes on next. 

 When highlighting parentheses across strings {(} ((( )))) {)}. It highlights the parentheses 

across strings like variable += "{(}(("; variable += ")){)}";  

3.2.2 Maven 

Apache Maven [12] is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on the 

concept of a project object model, Maven can manage a project's build, reporting and 

documentation from a central piece of information. Maven uses a construct known as a Project 

Object Model to describe the software project being built, its dependencies on other external 

modules and components, and the build order. It comes with pre-defined targets for performing 

certain well defined tasks such as compilation of code and its packaging. 

3.2.3 Spring Framework 

The Spring Framework [13] is an open source application framework for the Java platform. We 

developed this module using Spring MVC. 

 

MVC stands for Model-View-Controller. It clearly separates business, navigation and 

presentation logic. It’s proven mechanism for building a thin, clean web-tier. 

3.2.3.1 MVC Component 

Three core collaborating components of MVC [14] are: 

Controller 

 Handles navigation logic and interacts with the service tier for business logic  

Model 
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 The contract between the Controller and the View 

 Contains the data needed to render the View 

 Populated by the Controller 

View 

 Renders the response to the request 

 Pulls data from the model 

3.2.3.2 Motivation for using Spring MVC 

 Eases maintenance burden. 

 Changes to business logic are less likely to break the presentation logic and vice versa. 

 Facilitates multi-disciplined team development. 

 Developers can focus on creating robust business code without having to worryabout 

breaking the UI. 

 Designers can focus on building usable and engaging UIs without worrying about Java. 

3.2.4 Hibernate  

Hibernate's [15] primary feature is mapping from Java classes to database tables (and from Java 

data types to SQL data types). Hibernate also provides data query and retrieval facilities. 

Hibernate generates the SQL calls and attempts to relieve the developer from manual result set 

handling and object conversion and keep the application portable to all supported SQL databases 

with little performance overhead. 

Hibernate is basically an ORM Framework which allows you to perform database activities 

without bothering about the Database change. With respect to performance, hibernate provide the 

capability to reduce the number of database trips by creating the batch processing and session 

cache and second level cache. It also supports the transactions. More than this all, it is very easy 

to make a cleaner separation of Data Access Layer from Business logic layer. 

With all the capabilities mention above it is fast and easy to learn hibernate, develop application 

and maintain easily. The core drawback of JDBC is that it doesn’t allow you to store object 

directly to the database you must convert the objects to a relational format.  

3.2.5 Apache Derby DB  

Apache Derby [16] is a Java relational database management system that can be embedded in 

Java programs and used for online transaction processing. It has a 2 MB disk-space 

footprint. Apache Derby is developed as an open source project under the Apache 2.0 license. 

Derby was previously distributed as IBM Cloudscape. Sun distributes the same binaries as Java 

DB. 
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3.2.6 Hessian Web Service 

Hessian [17] is a binary web service protocol that makes web services usable without requiring a 

large framework, and without learning a new set of protocols. Because it is a binary protocol, it 

is well-suited to sending binary data without any need to extend the protocol with attachments. 

Hessian was developed by Caucho Technology, Inc. The company has released Java, Python and 

ActionScript for Adobe Flash implementations of Hessian under an open source license (the 

Apache license). Third party implementations in several other languages (C++, .NET C#, Perl, 

PHP, Ruby, Objective-C, D, and Erlang) are also available as open-source. 

3.2.7 Apache Subversion 

Apache Subversion [18] (often abbreviated SVN, after the command name svn) is a software 

versioning and a revision control system founded and sponsored in 2000 by CollabNet Inc. 

Developers use Subversion to maintain current and historical versions of files such as source 

code, web pages, and documentation. Its goal is to be a mostly-compatible successor to the 

widely used Concurrent Versions System (CVS). 

Subversion uses the inter-file branching model from Perforce to handle branches and does not 

support tagging. A branch is a separate line of development. Tagging refers to labeling the 

repository at a certain point in time so that it can be easily found in the future. 

The system sets up a new branch by using the 'svn copy' command, which should be used in 

place of the native operating system mechanism. Subversion does not create an entire new file 

version in the repository with its copy. Instead, the old and new versions are linked together 

internally and the history is preserved for both. The copied versions take up only a little extra 

room in the repository because Subversion saves only the differences from the original versions. 

All the versions in each branch maintain the history of the file up to the point of the copy, plus 

any changes made since. One can "merge" changes back into the trunk or between branches. Due 

to the differencing algorithm, creating a copy takes very little additional space in the repository. 

Following is an overview of Secutix project managed on Subversion.  
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Figure 7: Overview of branches used in Secutix2 

4. Theoretical Tools 

4.1 Use Case Diagram 

The following diagram describes about the use case model for the development of EBO. The 

operator of EBO can sell tickets using the user interface. As the address for the central server 

may be changing, therefore the operator should be able to change the server parameters for the 

correct functioning of catalog synchronization process and order reintegration. EBO also allows 

the operators to cancel already sold tickets and then synchronize the cancellation information 

with central server.  

The diagram also shows the backend of EBO where it needs to synchronize with other Secutix 

modules. 
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Figure 8: Use Case diagram for EBO 

4.2 Class Diagram 

The implementation of the project can be split into Catalog Synchronization, Seat Map 

synchronization, ticket selling and operation synchronization. The product class represents all the 

products in EBO. This includes events and services. Services are non-dated and are not 

associated with a seat map. Events are dated and can be numbered or non-numbered. Catalog 

Synchronizer has functions to synchronize catalog from TnES. It then parses the catalog obtained 

from TnES in the form of CSV file to a cache which it later stores into persistent media on the 

hard disk. Tns2CatalogDownloader is the main service that downloads the catalog from TnES 

using Hessian Web service. The CatalogSynchronizer then gets the CSV files downloaded by 

Catalog Synchronizer and calls parsers to parse the catalog and then finally store them on 

persistent media.  

After this process, seat map synchronizer is called to synchronize the seat map for numbered 

products. It then calls Tns2SeatStateUpdater to update the states of the seats.  

Following figuresrepresent the important classes used in the implementation of the project.  
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Figure 9: Product Class 

 

Figure 10: Catalog Parser for Secutix2 
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Figure 11: Catalog Downloader for Secutix2 

 

Figure 12: Seat-map Downloader for Secutix2 
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Figure 13: Seat state updater for Secutix2 

 

Figure 14: Master EBO 
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Figure 15: Operation Integrator 

5. Development of Tool 

The development of tool went through various phases before it could be used as a final product. 

Since all of the current development on Easy Box Office was being done on the branch specific 

to CDA, there were several features that were missing from it. Also, since the branch was under 

development independently of the trunk, there were several methods whose signature had been 

changed, several methods had been merged (or split) as well as several services were 

implemented in a very different way as compared to the branch. Therefore, the first task of the 

project was to adapt EBO to trunk and make changes so that it works as well on the trunk as it 

does on the branch. The motivation behind this task was that it would allow Elca to start selling 

EBO to all their customers. Earlier, since EBO existed only on the branch, it was very difficult to 

sell it to all the clients because most of them were using the Secutix maintained on the trunk. 

Therefore, to be able to deliver EBO to them, it was necessary that EBO be ported to trunk and 

then finally integrated into the production environment. This is the main difference between 

project and a product. A project is something which is made for a single client and is being 

developed to cater to the needs of only that client. Due to the long development of the project, it 

diverged from the trunk so much that it couldn’t be used as a product that can be delivered to all 

the clients. Following is the description of the phases in detail – 

5.1 Architecture Design: 

The software architecture of a system is set of structures needed to reason about the system, 

which comprises software elements, relations among them,and properties of both. It’s highest 

level of abstraction of the system. It has the following steps. 

5.1.1 System context 

This describes the scope of the system to be built, the entities outside the system it will interact 

with and a description of the interfaces defining these interactions. Following diagram shows 

clearer picture of the system context. 
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5.1.1.1 EBO 

The following represents the system context model for EBO before the addition of numbered 

seats to EBO.  

 The operator can sell tickets using the user interface provided by EBO. The user interface 

would allow the operator to sell tickets even when the system is not connected to the 

internet and synchronize the sold seats in the background with the Box Office.  

 ES would communicate with several other modules to generate the catalog and to 

integrate the EBO orders back to Secutix database.  

 

Figure 16: System Context for Easy Box Office before numbered seats 

The following represents the system context model for EBO after the addition of numbered seats 

to EBO.  

 Earlier all the EBOs functioned independently of the other EBOs on the LAN and sold 

the tickets locally. But due to the numbered seat requirement, it is not possible to have the 

EBOs sell the seats locally as there is no way of knowing which seats were sold by the 

other EBO. This would lead to two EBOs selling the same seat twice which cannot be 

allowed.  
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 The EBOs will now communicate among themselves to sell numbered tickets with one 

EBO functioning as the master which will store all the data related to seat map. It will 

also ask for the seat map from TnES while synchronizing the catalog and also as for seat 

state updates so that it knows which seats have been sold outside of EBO.  

 

Figure 17: System Context for Easy Box Office after numbered seats 

5.1.1.2 TnES 

The following diagram represents the system context for EBO adapter in TnES. Here is the 

Decomposition Principles and Patterns for module TnES in which TnES exposes the web service 

to EBO via EL4J’s remoting mechanism.  The service then can call web services of other 

modules and access to DAO to retrieve or persist data. 

If the data cannot be retrieved from the web services, it will be gotten via the EBODao, which 

can access to all the entities of the system. 
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The data flow: 

 Get catalogs: EBO TnES 

 Integrate orders: EBO TnES 

 

Figure 18: System Context for EBO adapter for TnES 

5.2 Assumptions and Dependencies for design 

This section describes the assumptions imposed on the system to ensure correct functioning. 

These assumptions must hold true to ensure that the system works correctly Following are the 

assumptions which were taken into account while designing the system.  

sd Implementation Model

EBO serv ices

EBO Dao

Web Serv ices

EBO

Core Serv ices

getCatalogs & sendOrders

«flow»

«flow»

get

«flow»

call web service

«flow»
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Id Description Validation 

By 

H1 The LAN is always functioning. Therefore all the machines 

running EBO will be able to communicate among themselves. 

Customer 

H2 The customer follows the procedure to start/stop. Customer 

H3 Assume that the master never fails.  Customer 

H4 EBO can’t sell numbered seats when BO is selling seats Customer 

Figure 19: Assumptions 

5.3 Off-the-shelf components and re-use 

This section lists all the components that are to be reused for the development of the system.  

Product/Component Type/License Role in system/Justification 

EasyBox Office 

(EBO) 

ELCA It has architecture for selling non-numbered tickets 

offline. Its code can be re-used and extended to 

support numbered seats. 

Figure 20: Off-the-shelf components and re-use 

5.4 Database Schema 

A database schema of a database system is its structure described in a formal language supported 

by the DBMS and refers to blueprint of how a database will be constructed (divided into 

database tables). Following diagram shows the abstract and conceptual representation of the data.  
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Figure 21: Physical Data Model 
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The tables in the above model have the following functions:  

 ORDER_TABLE: This table stores the information about all the orders made through EBO. 

Synchronizer takes orders from this table to Secutix database. It contains fields to identify 

whether the order has been successfully synchronized back to the database or not.  

 OPERATOR: This table stores information about all the operators who are eligible to operate 

EBO. It contains their username and hash of their password.  

 CASH_DESK: This table represents one cash desk and is associated with an operator. 

 PAYMENT: This table contains information about the payments corresponding to every 

order.  

 OPERATION: This table contains all the information about one instance of sold product. 

This includes the information that is required by Secutix to make a order in the central 

database after synchronization. Each operation is associated with one order.  

 TICKET: This also corresponds to one instance of item sold and is related to each operation. 

It is analogous to the ticket entity in Secutix central database.  

 ORDER_INTEGRATION_TRACE: This table stores details about synchronization of the 

orders and their status as well as error messages for failed synchronization attempts. This is 

used to debug synchronization failures.  

 WITHDRAWAL: This table stores information of cash withdrew from the cash desk.  

 PAYMENT_METHOD: This table stores information about all the payment methods that are 

available to the physical desk of EBO. This information is obtained during catalog 

synchronization from central server.  

 PHYSICAL_SEAT: This is the table that stores information about the seat map. It stores data 

about physical seats, their location and quality as well as the physical configuration and sale 

configuration that they are associated with.  

 SEAT_QUALITY: This table stores information about various seat qualities.  

There are also several other independent tables (not shown in the diagram) which are used for the 

configuration of EBO. These are:  

 EVENT_LOG: It stores a log of all the events that occur. This includes details about 

synchronization attempts, operator login, cash desk open and close etc.  

 CONFIGURATION: It stores configuration parameters of EBO.  

 COUNTER: It just stores the current order counter for assigning id to new orders.  

 PRIVILEGE: This table stores the privileges given to administrator and operator of EBO.  
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5.5 Workflow 

The workflow in EBO proceeds as represented in the following diagram:  

 

Figure 22: EBO work-flow 

The complete workflow of easy box office is as follows:  

 Before doing any sale, the Catalog Synchronizer is called to import the catalog of products 

that EBO can sell from the central database to EBO. The Catalog Synchronizer retrieves the 

catalog from TnES. It then parses the retrieved catalog. After parsing the complete catalog, it 

check for any numbered product and then calls seat map synchronizer for all numbered 

product. After that, it also calls seat state updater to get the updated seat states. The seat state 

updater also subscribes to a JMS service that notifies it of seat state updates as they occur on 

the central server through online sales. All of these processes call services in TnES to 

perform their functions.  

 In the next step, an operator can start selling tickets using the GUI of EBO. The GUI also 

calls TnES periodically to check whether the system is connected to the internet or not. But, 

for selling the tickets, it doesn’t need to communicate with TnES and therefore functions 

independently in offline mode. For selling numbered seats, it communicates with the Master 

EBO on the same LAN to make sure that two EBOs don’t sell the same seat. All the 

information about orders is stored in the database tables.  
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The main constraint imposed on EBO for numbered seats is that it cannot sell numbered seats 

when it is working in the online mode. This is because, it may happen that the EBO sells some 

seat that is already sold by TnSE and the ActiveMQ update for seat state hadn’t reached the EBO 

in time. To ensure the correct functioning of EBO, there should be a procedure defined for the 

operator to switch from box office to easy box office whenever the internet connection is lost. 

The following diagram illustrates a process that the operator should follow to ensure the correct 

working of EBO.  

 
Figure 23: Procedure to switch from EBO to BO and vice versa 
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5.6 Development 

The goal of this phase is to translate the design of the system into code in the chosen (Java) 

programming language. This phase converts design into a complete information system. It 

includes installing system environments; creating and testing databases, coding, compiling and 

refining programs. 

5.6.1 Porting EBO to trunk 

The first step was to port EBO to trunk. As explained before, this was necessary before any real 

development on EBO could be started because the current environment didn’t support numbered 

seats at all. As there was a lot of development done on both EBO on branch and other modules 

on the trunk, a direct subversion merge was not enough for the correct back-port. Therefore, the 

port was performed manually by identifying the dependencies of EBO on other modules. In 

addition to EBO, the EBO adapter on TnES was also developed completely on the branch and 

therefore, it also required back-porting on the TnES module. The EBO adapter in TnES was 

dependent on TnOR and TnFI and therefore required back-porting several methods on these two 

modules as well.  

In addition to the changes to the code, there were also several changes made to the schema of the 

database on trunk and branch and therefore, it required the port of migration scripts from branch 

to trunk in order to account for the EBO specific tables in Secutix central database. There were 

also several configuration changes required to be made in Secutix environment for trunk so that 

EBO could sync catalog and integrate orders. 

5.6.2 Development for numbered seat 

The implementation of EBO for numbered seats required several modifications to EBO and 

TnES. 

5.6.2.1 Catalog Synchronization and Parsing 

The first phase in the working of EBO is the synchronization of catalog from TnES. Earlier, the 

catalog contained information about the products without any indication of whether the product 

was numbered or not as there were no numbered products in the older environment. A product in 

the catalog was represented as follows in the catalog: 

 

 

Figure 24: Product in EBO Catalog before modification 

But for handling numbered products, it was required that the catalog generator in TnES be 

modified so as to reflect information about numbered products. Following represents the 
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information in catalog corresponding to a product after the modification of catalog generator as 

per the requirements:  

 

 

Figure 25: Product in EBO Catalog representing numbered events 

After obtaining the updated catalog from TnES, EBO then parses the catalog and stores some 

data as a serialized java object in a file and some data (data that is expected to change very 

infrequently like the information about operators, the EBO configuration parameters etc.) in the 

local EBO database. This requires modifications to the catalog parser to correctly identify 

numbered products and store their information in the serialized object.  

 

Figure 26: Sequence diagram for Catalog Synchronizer 

5.6.2.2 Synchronizing Seat Map for numbered products 

The next step in the development phase is to implement functions to synchronize the seat map 

for numbered products identified in the previous step. The numbered products are represented by 

a flag and contain additional information about physical configuration which is required to 

retrieve the seat map (if it doesn’t exist already) from the central database.  

The seat map is can be accessed from the Secutix 2 Venue (TnVE) module. However, in order to 

maintain less dependencies of EBO on Secutix modules, it was proposed to add the functionality 

of seat map synchronization in TnES and have EBO call services in TnES to obtain the updated 

seat map.  

Online

CatalogSynchronizer TnES TnOR Tns2CatalogParser

1 : CSVFile := EBOExportSevice.getData()

2 : SalesCatalogService()

3 : ParseCatalog()
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Figure 27: Sequence diagram for Seat Map Synchronizer 

After obtaining the seat map, the EBO then inserts the seats in the local EBO database using 

Hibernate.  

5.6.2.3 Synchronizing Seat States for numbered products 

After receiving the complete seat map, EBO would then call TnES to retrieve updates for the 

seat states. This would return a map which contains information about seat states (FREE, SOLD, 

RESERVED or INVALID) for each seat. This information can be obtained from the Secutix 2 

Seat Engine (TnSE) module. But again to maintain minimum dependencies, we perform the task 

through TnES.  

TnSE also manages a Java Messaging Service which publishes updates about seat states as they 

are sold. To receive updated seat states as sales occur, EBO also subscribes to the ActiveMQ 

service for the product in question. All the seat state updates require the sale configuration id 

which is synchronized with numbered products during the catalog synchronization.  

In order to have the updated seat states all the time, EBO subscribes to the JMS service first and 

then retrieves the updated seat states so that there is doesn’t miss any seat state updates that 

occur between seat state updater and JMS subscriber.  

EBO TnES TnVE

1 : SeatMapResultConfig smrc := EBOExportService.getSeatMap()

2 : SeatMapAccessService.readCompletePhysicalConfiguration()

3 : SeatMapFileAccessor()
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Figure 28: Sequence diagram for Seat State Updater All calls are made through TnES 

5.6.2.4 Selling numbered products 

After the complete synchronization of seats from central server to EBO, EBOs can then start 

selling the seats in offline mode. The main assumption here is that all the EBOs are connected 

through LAN and are on the same network. Therefore the EBOs can communicate among 

themselves. Now, the selling takes place in the following order:  

 The master EBO always has the latest seat states for all the seats. It means that it receives 

updates online from central server. In addition to this, it also stores updated seat states of 

the seats that are sold in the offline mode by all the EBOs in the network.  

 The slave EBOs make calls to the master to know about which seats they can sell. These 

calls are made through Hessian Web Service at the master EBO. The EBOs then receive 

the seat numbers that they can sell. At the same time, the master locks those seats in its 

local database so that it doesn’t give the same seats to some other EBO.  

 The slave EBO then sells the seats, creates a new order locally and sends a confirmation 

to the master about the sold seats. The master then changes the state of the sold seats to 

SOLD.  

 Whenever the network connection comes back up, all the EBOs synchronize their orders 

back to the central server.  

The following diagram explains the process of selling a seat locally: 
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Figure 29: Data flow diagram for selling numbered seats in offline mode 

 

Figure 30: Sequence diagram for selling numbered seats in offline mode 

EBO
Master EBO

1 : SeatList := getAvailableSeats()

2 : BlockSeats()

3 : TicketsSoldFlag()

4 : changeStatus()
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5.6.2.5 Synchronizing orders back to TnES 

The order synchronizer builds a DTO that represents a order in EBO and adds it to the EBO 

specific tables in Secutix central database. A service then runs on the central database that picks 

up orders from the EBO specific tables and builds a new Secutix order, operations and tickets 

corresponding to that DTO. After this process, the complete synchronization of order in the 

database is completed.  

5.6.2.6 Modifications to GUI 

There were also a few modifications required to be made to the GUI so that it can display 

numbered products. As earlier there was nothing like availability of products, the operator could 

directly choose the product that he wants to sell and complete the payment to make an order. But 

in this case, since the products may be numbered and therefore have an availability related to 

them, the operator should first check whether the product is available or not and also obtain seat 

numbers. 

 

Figure 31: EBO Main Screen for Dated products. Performances are shown on the left. 
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Figure 32: Numbered products selected in the basket lines. 

Figure 31 shows the screen of EBO in online mode. The mode is represented by a small green dot near 

the Secutix logo. In figure 32, it shows the EBO in offline mode after obtaining the authentication from 

the administrator. The yellow dot represents the same. This figure shows the state of EBO after clicking 

on availability. It shows the available tickets in the blue strip (basket head) for all the nodes in the 

current basket. The operator can then click Paiment to complete the order and mark the seats as sold 

and print the tickets.  
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Figure 33: Payment screen 

 

Figure 34: Ticket for numbered seat sold using EBO. 
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6. Conclusion 

The Easy Box Office is now able to sell tickets in the offline mode on the trunk and is therefore 

available for other clients as well. The back port of EBO to the trunk has opened up opportunities 

to demonstrate the capabilities and efficiency of easy box office to all the clients and therefore 

expand the market share of Secutix in the ticketing industry. The easy box office can also be 

used to sell numbered tickets which is a very important value addition to the product because 

most of the big clients require the sale of numbered tickets for their stadiums and theaters. The 

EBO can now automatically synchronize the catalog, identify numbered products and 

synchronize seat map and seat states for numbered products. It also allows for the sale of 

numbered seats. It speeds up the process by automatically allocating the seats so that the operator 

doesn’t have to wait for the seat map to load (as in BO). In short, it functions as a faster version 

of box office with a few constraints. The main aim of EBO was to have something which can 

function very quickly and perform sales during emergency (e.g. when network is down).  

7. Future Work 

There are several improvements that can be made on EBO to add to its value and make it faster. 

The catalog synchronization process takes a considerable amount of time to finish and therefore 

the operators have to wait until the complete synchronization has taken place. The 

synchronization process can be made more efficient. Also, the current algorithm for selecting the 

seats is very basic and doesn’t take into account all the information available about the seats (like 

the viewing angle, closeness to fans etc.). The algorithm could be improved so that the customers 

who purchase the ticket earlier get better seats and also minimize the single seat holes that might 

be created due to automatic seat allocation.  

The original box office also provides functionalities to operator to select the seats as per the 

customer’s choice and also show them the seat map. EBO can also be improved to incorporate 

these features into it. The EBO can also be modified so as to support visits and boutique items to 

be sold as in the original box office. 
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9. Comments and Suggestions 


